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ABSTRACT
We derive lower bounds on the cosmic baryon density from the requirement that the high-redshift
intergalactic medium (IGM) contain enough neutral hydrogen to produce the observed Lya absorption
in quasar spectra. These analytic bounds follow from a key theoretical assumptionÈthat absorbing
structures are on average no more extended in redshift space than in real spaceÈwhich is likely to hold
in the gravitational instability picture of the Lya forest, independently of the details of the cosmological
model. The other ingredients that enter these bounds are an estimate of (or lower limit to) the intensity
of the photoionizing UV background from quasars, a temperature T D 104 K for the ““ warm ÏÏ photoion-
ized IGM that produces most of the Lya absorption, a value of the Hubble constant, and observational
estimates of the mean Lya Ñux decrement or, for a more restrictive bound, the distribution functionD1
P(q) of Lya optical depths. With plausible estimates of the quasar UV background and the meanD1 ,
decrement bound implies a baryon density parameter h~2, where km s~1)
b
Z 0.0125 h 4H0/(100Mpc~1). A recent observational determination of P(q) implies that h~2 even for a conserva-)
b
Z 0.0125
tive estimate of the quasar UV background, and h~2 for a more reasonable estimate. These)
b
Z 0.018
bounds are consistent with recent low estimates of the primordial deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio (D/H)
P
,
which imply that h~2 when combined with standard big bang nucleosynthesis. Since the)
b
B 0.025
bounds account only for baryons in the warm IGM, their combination with the nucleosynthesis con-
straint implies that most of the baryons in the universe at zD 2È4 were distributed in di†use inter-
galactic gas rather than in stars or compact dark objects. The P(q) bound on is incompatible with)
bsome recent high estimates of unless one drops the assumptions of standard big bang nucleo-(D/H)
P
,
synthesis or abandons the idea that Lya forest lines originate in the smooth, large-scale structures of
photoionized gas that arise in gravitational instability theories.
Subject headings : cosmology : theory È elementary particles È intergalactic medium È
quasars : absorption lines
1. INTRODUCTION
Following the discovery of the Ðrst z[ 2 quasar
& Peterson derived a stringent(Schmidt 1965), Gunn (1965)
upper bound on the density of uniformly distributed,
neutral hydrogen in intergalactic space, by showing that the
redshifted Lya absorption of neutral gas with more than
D10~4 of closure density would turn quasar spectra vir-
tually black at short wavelengths, contrary to observation.
They concluded that the intergalactic medium (IGM) must
be highly ionized or extremely rareÐed. Within a few years,
it became clear that the ubiquitous absorption lines in
quasar spectra are predominantly those of intervening
neutral hydrogen et al. and(Lynds 1971 ; Sargent 1980),
subsequent studies have shown that these lines signiÐcantly
depress the mean Ñux received from high-redshift quasars
blueward of the Lya emission line & Korycansky(Oke
& Sargent & Ostriker1982 ; Steidel 1987 ; Jenkins 1991 ;
Rybicki, & Schneider hereafter & LuPress, 1993, PRS; Zuo
& Bechtold et al.1993 ; Dobrzycki 1996 ; Rauch 1997b).
Furthermore, it is now recognized that the ambient UV
radiation background produced by high-redshift quasars
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will strongly photoionize gas near the cosmic mean density,
so that a small amount of di†use neutral hydrogen corre-
sponds to a much larger amount of total hydrogen (e.g.,
& Madau hereafter In this paper, weHaardt 1996, HM).
will argue that matching the observed Lya absorption leads
to interesting lower bounds on the mean baryon density of
the universe, which can be derived from quite general
assumptions about the state of the absorbing gas.
Recent cosmological simulations suggest that ““ Lya
forest ÏÏ lines arise in di†use, but nonuniform, intergalactic
gas and that they therefore represent a phenomenon closely
akin to the ““ Gunn-Peterson e†ect ÏÏ et al.(Cen 1994 ;
Mu cket, & Kates Anninos, &Petitjean, 1995 ; Zhang,
Norman et al. for related semi-1995 ; Hernquist 1996 ;
analytic modeling see & DavidsenBi 1993 ; Bi 1997 ; Hui,
Gnedin, & Zhang Quantitative analyses show that1997).
these simulations require a high baryon density in order to
reproduce the observed mean opacity of the forest
et al. et al. et(Hernquist 1996 ; Miralda-Escude 1996 ; Croft
al. et al. et al. see1997 ; Rauch 1997b ; Zhang 1997 ; Rauch,
Haehnelt, & Steinmetz for a closely related1997a
argument). For the UV background predicted by HM
based on the observed population of quasars, matching the
mean opacity estimates of typically requiresPRS BZ 2,
where
B4
)
b
h2
0.0125
\ g
3.4] 10~10 (1)
is the baryon density scaled to the Ðducial big bang nucleo-
synthesis estimate of et al. HereWalker (1991). h 4 H0/(100km s~1 Mpc~1), and g is the baryon-to-photon ratio.
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The bounds on B derived in this paper will not be as high
as those derived from the simulations, but they have
broader applicability because they are not tied to a speciÐc
cosmological scenario, and the simplicity of the arguments
that form them makes it easier to understand how changes
in the theoretical or observational inputs a†ect the Ðnal
result. We do appeal to the simulations to motivate our one
crucial assumption, that structures with a volume Ðlling
factor f in real space have, on average, a Ðlling factor no
larger than f in redshift space. This assumption can also be
phrased as a requirement that typical Lya forest absorbers
satisfy X º 1, where
X 4
real-space extent
redshift-space extent
\ H(z)d
*v
(2)
is the ratio of the Hubble Ñow across an absorber (with
line-of-sight extent d) to its line width *v. This assumption
would not hold in a model of spatially compact Lya clouds
whose line widths are determined by thermal broadening.
However, in the physical picture that emerges from the
simulations, the marginally saturated (NH I D 1013È1015cm~2) absorption lines that dominate the overall absorp-
tion usually arise in moderate-overdensity structures that
are expanding in proper coordinates but contracting in
comoving coordinates (Miralda-Escude et al. 1996, 1997).
The absorption-line widths are determined largely by these
coherent internal motions rather than by thermal motions,
and the velocity extent of these features is generally no
larger than the Hubble Ñow across them.
Empirical support for the assumption that X º 1 comes
from observations of quasar pairs, which yield a typical
transverse coherence scale D150 h~1 kpc for Lya forest
systems at zD 2 et al. Dinshaw et al.(Bechtold 1994 ; 1994,
For a typical line width *vD 25 km s~1 et al.1995). (Hu
this length scale would imply X D 3/R (for )\ 1 and1995),
z\ 2), where R is the ratio of transverse extent to line-of-
sight extent in real space. If the absorbers are nonspherical,
then they are more often intercepted when they are closer to
““ face on,ÏÏ so R might reasonably exceed 1 on average.
However, the absorbers would have to be highly Ñattened,
coherent sheets in order to reproduce both the observed
transverse coherence and the observed line widths while
having an average X signiÐcantly smaller than 1. The coin-
cidence of absorption along widely separated lines of sight
could, in principle, be caused by clustering of Lya clouds
that are much smaller than the separation itself. However,
the interpretation of the coherence scale as a physical size
rather than as a clustering length is supported by high-
resolution spectra of the gravitational lens candidate HE
1104[1805, which show that over a transverse separation
D10 h~1 kpc there are almost no anticoincident lines and
that coincident lines have very similar redshifts and equiva-
lent widths et al. see also et al.(Smette 1995 ; Smette 1992
and & Yee There is also no evidence forBechtold 1995).
strong line-of-sight clustering of Lya lines at velocity
separations corresponding to D150 h~1 kpc, though the
line-of-sight signal could conceivably be suppressed relative
to the transverse signal by line blending.
& Haehnelt used the large transverse coher-Rauch (1995)
ence scale to argue that the Lya forest must contain a sub-
stantial fraction of all baryons in the universe at high
redshift. Our arguments here are di†erent from those of
Rauch & HaehneltÈin particular, we work directly from
observed optical depths instead of from a derived H I
column density distributionÈbut the spirit is similar. In ° 2,
we consider the lower bound on B that can be obtained
from the mean Lya Ñux decrement & Korycansky(Oke
alone. In we derive a more restrictive lower bound1982) ° 3,
from the distribution of Ñux decrements (or equivalent
optical depths), recently measured from a set of seven Keck
High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) spectra by
et al. Our analytic approach complementsRauch (1997b).
the direct comparison with simulations carried out by
Rauch et al. (1997b), which leads to stronger but less general
bounds on the baryon density. We discuss implications of
our results in ° 4.
2. A LOWER BOUND FROM THE MEAN FLUX DECREMENT
A uniform IGM with neutral hydrogen density pro-nH Iduces a Lya optical depth
q
u
\ ne2
m
e
c
fa ja H~1(z)nH I , (3)
where is the Lya oscillator strength andfa\ 0.416is the transition wavelength & Petersonja\ 1216 A (GunnThe Hubble parameter at redshift z is1965).
H(z)\ H0[)0(1 ] z)3 ] (1 [ )0[ j0)(1] z)2] j0]1@2 ,
(4)
where is the cosmological constant " divided byj0 3H02.For realistic assumptions about the UV background, the
IGM is highly photoionized, and the neutral hydrogen
density is
nH I \
nH ne a(T )
!
\ 1.16nH2 a(T )
!
, (5)
where a(T ) is the recombination coefficient at the gas tem-
perature T , ! is the photoionization rate, and is the totalnHhydrogen density. This condition enforces balance(eq. [5])
between destruction of H I by photoionization and creation
by recombination. In gas with K, collisional ion-T Z 105
ization enhances the destruction rate and lowers ThenH I.mean value of isnH
n6 H \ 1.07] 10~7(1 ] z)3B cm~3 , (6)
with B as deÐned in Equations andequation (1). (5) (6)
assume a hydrogen mass fraction X \ 0.76 and a helium
mass fraction Y \ 0.24. For gas at temperature T44 T /(104K)B 1, the recombination coefficient is
a(T ) \ 4.2] 10~13T 4~0.7 cm3 s~1 (7)
et al. Combining equations yields(Abel 1997). (3)È(7)
q
u
\ 2.31] 10~4(1] z)5(1 ] )0 z)~1@2h~1T 4~0.7!~12~1 B2 ,
(8)
where s~1) and we have assumed "\ 0!~124 !/(10~12to compute H(z). agrees with, e.g., equationEquation (8)
(36) of HM.
The mean Lya Ñux decrement produced by this uniform
medium is If the mediumD1 4S1[ e~qT \ 1 [ e~qu 4 D
u
.
is optically thin (i.e., then clumping the gas tends toq
u
> 1),
increase because the mean neutral fraction at Ðxed tem-D1 ,
perature increases in proportion to However,SnH2T/SnHT2.once the gas clumps produce absorption lines with optical
depths then is decreased by further clumping,Z1, D1
because more neutral atoms are added to saturated regions
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(where they cannot contribute to increasing at theD1 ),
expense of the interclump medium, where the resulting
absorption must decrease as matter is moved into the
clumps.
Consider an idealized case in which all the gas collects
into nonoverlapping, uniform-density clumps that are not
necessarily spherical, which have a volume Ðlling factor f
and, thus, an overdensity of 1/f. If a clump has the same
extent in redshift space as it does in real space, then it
produces an absorption line with optical depth q
c
\ q
u
/f 2
and a Ñux decrement of Since these lines Ðll aD
c
\ 1 [ e~qc.
fraction f of the spectrum, the mean Ñux decrement is
D1 \ f D
c
\ f (1 [ e~qu@f2) . (9)
In the optically thin limit, a Taylor expansion ofq
u
/f 2> 1,
yields In the saturated line limitequation (9) D1 \D
u
/f.
and yields Thus, ifq
u
/f 2? 1, equation (9) D1 \ f. q
u
> 1,
clumping the gas (lowering f ) initially increases the absorp-
tion but decreases it once lines become saturated, as
expected from our argument above.
It is straightforward to show (by setting thatdD1 /df \ 0)
the maximum value of in occurs when theD1 equation (9)
optical depth of the clumps is isq
u
/f Œ 2\ qü
c
\ 1.25643 . . . ; qü
cthe solution to the equation If thenqü
c
\ 12(eqvc [ 1). qu[ qü c,clumping can only decrease the overall absorption, and D
uis the maximum value of the mean Ñux decrement. If q
u
\
then the maximum decrement occurs for Ðlling factorqü
c
,
f ü\ (q
u
/qü
c
)1@2\ 0.89214q
u
1@2 , (10)
implying a maximum decrement
D1 max\ f
ü (1[ e~qvc)\ 0.71533f ü\ 0.63818q
u
1@2 . (11)
This maximum decrement applies to any model with an
arbitrary distribution function of the gas density, because
the general case can be treated as a superposition of cases in
which all the gas is in regions of constant density. Thus, the
average absorption cannot exceed that of this optimal
uniform-clump case.
For an observed value of equations and can beD1 , (8) (11)
combined to obtain a lower bound on B :
Bmin\g65.8(D1 /0.63818)(1] z)~5@2(1 ] )0 z)1@4] h1@2T 40.35 !~121@2 , for D1 ¹ 0.71533 ,65.8[[ln (1[ D1 )]1@2(1 ] z)~5@2(1 ] )0 z)1@4
] h1@2T 40.35 !~121@2 , for D1 º 0.71533 .
(12)
The latter equation applies when so that theD1 [ 1 [ e~qvc,
uniform IGM is the optimal case. yields aEquation (12)
lower bound on the baryon density on the assumption that
absorbing regions have, on average, the same Ðlling factor
in redshift space as in real space.
If one assumes more generally that the absorbing regions
have a constant ratio X of real-space extent to redshift-
space extent, then the optical depth of the clumps changes
to and the spectral Ðlling factor to f/X (or toq
c
\ q
u
X/f 2,
unity, if f [ X). One can carry through the same reasoning
as above to Ðnd that the bounds in simplyequation (12)
change by the factor X1@2. As discussed in cosmological° 1,
simulations and quasar pair observations suggest that X Z
1 for systems that dominate the mean absorption, making
conservative. Models with thermallyequation (12)
broadened or expanding clouds could have X \ 1 and
thereby escape the bound derived in but theequation (12),
absorbers must be inÑated by a factor of 4 in redshift space
in order to weaken the bound by a factor of 2.
In order to obtain numerical values for we mustBmin,adopt values of the mean Ñux decrement the photoion-D1 ,
ization rate the gas temperature and the cosmo-!~12, T4,logical parameters and h. using the high-redshift)0 PRS,quasar data of Schmidt, & Gunn foundSchneider, (1994),
with TheD1 (z) \ 1 [ e~qeff(z) qeff(z) \ 0.0037(1] z)3.46.absorption data used to derive this Ðt cover the redshift
range 2.5 \ z\ 4.2. When extrapolated to z\ 2, this
formula yields in agreement with the valueD1 \ 0.15,
derived by et al. from Keck HIRES spectra.Rauch (1997b)
Based on emission from the observed population of quasars
and reprocessing by the Lya forest, foundHM !~12\for 2 \ z\ 3, and this value agrees well with recent1.4È1.6
estimates from the Lya forest proximity e†ect et(Giallongo
al. In cosmological simulations with a photoionizing1996).
background, Weinberg, & Hernquist foundKatz, (1996)
for gas at the cosmic mean density. The solid lineT4B 0.6in shows the lower bound obtained using theFigure 1 Bminformula for h \ 0.65, andPRS D1 (z), !~12\ 1.4, T4\ 0.6,The derived constraint, is only weakly)0\ 0.3. BZ 1,dependent on redshift in the range 2\ z\ 3 because the
observed dependence of on z is canceled by the redshiftD1
factors in Our choice of temperature is con-equation (12).
servatively low, since overdense gas is usually hotter than
gas at the mean density, and since the et al.Katz (1996)
simulations do not incorporate heat injection during reioni-
zation & Rees Inclusion of reioniza-(Miralda-Escude 1994).
tion heating, the magnitude of which is theoretically
uncertain, could raise the gas temperatures enough to
increase by 20%È50%.BminOf the various inputs to the lower bound in equation (12),
is most sensitive to the mean Ñux decrement itself. AsBmin D1
FIG. 1.ÈLower bounds on the scaled baryon density B4 )
b
h2/0.0125,
obtained from the mean Ñux decrement (solid and dotted lines, andeq. [12])
from the optical depth distribution ( Ðlled and open circles, Theeq. [22]).
solid line shows the mean decrement bound with the formula forPRS D1 (z),
h \ 0.65, and The dotted line shows the)0\ 0.3, T4\ 0.6, !~12 \ 1.4.mean decrement bound for conservative parameter choices : equal toD1 (z)
65% of the values, h \ 0.5 and Filled circles show the P(q)PRS !~12 \ 0.7.bounds at z\ 2 and z\ 3, using b \ 0.633, h \ 0.65,)0\ 0.3, T14\ 0.6,and Open circles show the corresponding bounds for h \ 0.5!~12 \ 1.4.and Crosses show et al.Ïs estimates of B for!~12\ 0.7. Rauch (1997b)h \ 0.5, and obtained by comparing the observed optical!~12\ 0.7,depth distribution with that derived from a numerical simulation of the
standard cold dark matter model.
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already mentioned, the value obtained by et al.Rauch
at z\ 2 agrees almost perfectly with the(1997b) PRS
formula that we have used. At z\ 3, the formula pre-PRS
dicts and Rauch et al. (1997b) measureD1 \ 0.36, D1 \ 0.32,
which rises to after including a theoretically esti-D1 \ 0.35
mated correction for continuum-Ðtting bias. &Steidel
Sargent found for a sample of seven quasars(1987) D1 \ 0.24
with a mean absorption redshift of 2.64 ; the formulaPRS
yields at this redshift. These three studies thusD1 \ 0.28
agree to 15% or better. However, & Lu andZuo (1993)
& Bechtold found values of that areDobrzycki (1996) D1
typically about 35% smaller than the values. ThePRS
et al. values seem the most secure becauseRauch (1997b)
they are based on the highest quality quasar spectra, but the
sample used is relatively small, so further analyses of spectra
with similar resolution and signal-to-noise ratio will be
needed to arrive at a deÐnitive measurement.
The other signiÐcant uncertainty in is the value ofBminThe estimate is more likely to be too low than!~12. HMtoo high since it assumes that quasars are the only source of
the UV background. However, HM did include an extrapo-
lation of the quasar luminosity function to allow for faint
sources below existing survey limits, and Rauch et al.
(1997b) conclude that could be up to a factor of 2!~12below HMÏs estimate, at the price of worsening the agree-
ment with proximity-e†ect estimates (e.g., Duncan,Bajtlik,
& Ostriker et al.1988 ; Bechtold 1994 ; Giallongo 1996 ;
Espey, & Carswell The dotted line inCooke, 1997). Figure 1
shows the value of obtained after reducing to 65%Bmin D1 (z)of the values, lowering to 0.7, and, for goodPRS !~12measure, dropping h to 0.5. With all of the parameters in
pushed to these favorable values, the lowerequation (12)
bound is Of course, achieving the observedBminB 0.45.absorption with requires that all of the baryons beB\ Bmincollected into uniform-density, 6000 K gas clumps that have
which further requires that the overdensity of theseq\ qü
c
,
clumps evolve with redshift as (see1/f \ 0.71533/D1 (z) eq.
[11]).
3. A LOWER BOUND FROM THE OPTICAL DEPTH
DISTRIBUTION
The clustering pattern required to achieve the bound of
is not just physically contrived but is alsoequation (12)
inconsistent with the observed properties of quasar spectra.
These indicate absorption at a range of optical depths, not a
set of q\ 1.25 lines separated by absorption-free regions.
The two cosmological simulations discussed in et al.Rauch
produce spectra whose optical depth distributions(1997b)
agree well with observations, and Rauch et al. argue that
they therefore provide reliable models of the IGM with
which to derive B, given values of and h. Here we!~12extend the argument of to derive a lower bound on B° 2
directly from the observed optical depth distribution, based
on some simple assumptions about the IGM.
If we ignore peculiar velocities and thermal broadening,
then the optical depth of gas with overdensity andnH/n6 Htemperature T is
q\ q
u
AnH
n6 H
B2 a(T )
a(T
u
)
, (13)
where and are, respectively, the optical depth andq
u
T
utemperature that the gas would have if uniformly distrib-
uted. The recombination coefficient is a(T ) P T ~0.7 for the
temperature range of interest. If we assume a relation
between density and temperature, then we can associate a
density with each optical depth q. In cosmological simula-
tions that adopt B\ 1 and the background spectrum,HM
Hernquist, & Katz ÐndWeinberg, (1997) T4B 0.6(ob/o6 b)0.6for the gas that dominates the absorption, with higher tem-
peratures in collapsed, shock-heated regions. The T P o0.6
relation arises because denser gas absorbs energy from the
photoionizing background more rapidly (see further dis-
cussion by et al. & GnedinCroft 1997 ; Hui 1997 ; Miralda-
et al. Reionization heatingEscude 1997). (Miralda-Escude
& Rees can raise the temperature of the gas indepen-1994)
dently of density and thus tends to produce a higher multi-
plicative constant and a weaker trend with density. We will
assume that
T4 \ T14(nH/n6 H)c , (14)
which implies that
nH \ n6 H(q/qu)b , b 4 (2 [ 0.7c)~1 . (15)
Theoretically plausible ranges at z\ 2È3 are T4D 0.5È1.5and cD 0.0È0.6 (b D 0.5È0.65 ; see & GnedinHui 1997).
Since shocked gas is heated to higher temperatures and
produces less absorption, the assumption that all of the gas
follows the temperature-density relation tends to underesti-
mate the amount of baryons present.
Let P(q) denote the optical depth probability distribution,
so that P(q)dq is the probability that a randomly selected
point on a spectrum has optical depth in the range q to
q] dq. We can use to compute the meanequation (15)
density by integrating over P(q) :
n6 H \
P
0
=
nH(q)P(q)dq\ n6 H qu~b
P
0
=qbP(q)dq , (16)
and thus
q
u
\
CP
0
=qbP(q)dq
D1@b
, (17)
where depends on B and other parameters as indicated inq
u We have relied on our assumption of Hubbleequation (8).
Ñow broadening both to associate a physical density with a
spectral optical depth and to identify a probability P(q)dq in
redshift space with an equal Ðlling factor in real space. We
can crudely incorporate a more general model by assuming
that the ratio X of real-space extent to redshift-space extent
is a function of q alone, X \ X(q). If X(q) [ 1, then
““ squeezing ÏÏ in redshift space has enhanced the optical
depth by a factor X(q), but the spectral Ðlling factor of
P(q)dq corresponds to a larger real-space Ðlling factor of
X(q)P(q)dq. Thus
n6 H \
P
0
=
nH(q)P(q)dq\ n6 H qu~b
P
0
=
[q/X(q)]bX(q)P(q)dq ,
(18)
implying that
q
u
\
GP
0
=
[X(q)]1~bqbP(q)dq
H1@b
. (19)
Conceptually, it is helpful to rewrite this equation in the
form
q
u
\ X
w
(1~b)@b
CP
0
=qbP(q)dq
D1@b
, (20)
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where is the value of X weighted by its contribution toX
wthe integral in equation (19) :
X
w
4
G/0= [X(q)]1~bqbP(q)dq
/0= qbP(q)dq
H1@(1~b)
. (21)
In the picture suggested by cosmological simulations, X(q)
is typically smaller than unity for small q, since the lowest
optical depths arise primarily in underdense regions that
are expanding faster than the Hubble Ñow. It then rises
above unity for intermediate q, where the gas is expanding
more slowly than Hubble Ñow as it falls into overdense
structures. Saturated absorption lines are often thermally
broadened even in cosmological simulations, so X(q) may
fall below unity again at high q. Averaging over these three
regimes, is a fair approximation for gravitationalX
w
B 1
instability models of the Lya forest (see below). Values of
would require dense clouds that were thermallyX
w
> 1
broadened or expanding rapidly relative to Hubble Ñow.
We can combine with for theequation (20) equation (8)
uniform optical depth to obtain a new lower bound on B :
Bmin\ 65.8Xw(1~b)@2b
CP
0
=qbP(q)dq
D1@2b
] (1 ] z)~5@2(1] )0 z)1@4h1@2T1 40.35 !~121@2 . (22)
If all baryons were in the form of intergalactic gas that
followed the temperature-density relation then(eq. [14]),
would be an estimate of the baryon densityequation (22)
rather than a lower bound. However, some fraction of the
baryons should be in stars, in shock-heated gas, and
(possibly) in baryonic dark matter. Furthermore, since it is
difficult to measure the optical depth once e~q approaches
zero, we will in practice have to compute the integral in
with a conservative assumption, e.g., that allequation (22)
regions with (transmission less than 0.05) haveq[qmax D 3therefore leads to a lower bound onq\ qmax. Equation (22)B rather than an estimate.
Note that if we adopt the optimal uniform-density clump
model from then where° 2, P(q) \ f üd(qü
c
) ] (1[ f ü )d(0),
d(x) denotes the Dirac delta function. With the inte-b \ 12,gral in becomes which, byequation (22) qü
c
1@2 f ü, equation (11),
is With we recoverqü
c
1@2D1 /(1[ e~qvc)\D1 /0.63818. X
w
\ 1,
the bound from as expected. The maximum(eq. [12]) ° 2,
value of (1[ e~q)/q1@2 occurs when so for any otherq\ qü
c
,
optical depth distribution that has the same mean decre-
ment the factor mustD1 \ /0= (1 [ e~q)P(q)dq, /0= q1@2P(q)dqexceed and yields a moreD1 /0.63818, equation (22)
restrictive lower bound on B than This deri-equation (12).
vation from the optical depth probability distribution is an
alternative route to equation (12).
We have checked that with yields aequation (22) X
w
\ 1
lower bound to B in realistic models of the Lya forest by
applying it to spectra from et al.Ïs simulationsCroft (1997)
of three cold dark matter cosmological models with B\ 1.
We measure P(q) from the simulations at z\ 2 and z\ 3, in
each case using the value of required to match the!~12mean Ñux decrement. [See Fig. 11 of et al.PRS Croft 1997
for plots of P(q) at z\ 2.33.] We then apply equation (22),
assuming that all regions with q[ 3 have q\ 3 in order to
account for the limited ability of realistic data to estimate
optical depths in saturated regions. The derived lower
bound is about 70% of the modelsÏ true baryon density in
the ““ standard ÏÏ (SCDM; )\ 1, h \ 0.5, and openp8\ 0.7)(OCDM; h \ 0.65, models and about)0\ 0.4, p8 \ 0.75)
50% of the true baryon density in the COBE-normalized
)\ 1 model (CCDM; )\ 1, h \ 0.5, Thep8\ 1.2).bounds are insensitive to the value of changing by atqmax,most 5%È10% if is changed to 2 or to 4. The baryonsqmax““ missed ÏÏ by are those that have been shock-equation (22)
heated to high temperatures, condensed into very high
density clumps with q? 3 (giving rise to Lyman limit and
damped Lya systems), or converted into stars. These are a
larger fraction of the total baryon density in the CCDM
model because of its higher mass Ñuctuation amplitude. For
the SCDM model, we have estimated directly by com-X
wparing the derived values of with values derived fromBminspectra that include no thermal broadening or peculiar
velocity distortions (and thus have by construction).X
w
\ 1
We Ðnd at z\ 2 and at z\ 3, soX
w
\ 1.15 X
w
\ 1.35
while infall (in comoving coordinates) leads to asX
w
[ 1
expected, assuming only reduces by 4% atX
w
\ 1 Bminz\ 2 and 9% at z\ 3 in this model.
et al. have measured the cumulative dis-Rauch (1997b)
tribution of Lya Ñux decrements from Keck HIRES spectra
of seven quasars, whose emission redshifts range from 2.5 to
4.5. They Ðnd that artiÐcial spectra from the SCDM simula-
tion mentioned above reproduce the observed Ñux decre-
ment distribution quite accurately, once is chosen so!~12that the mean decrement matches that derived from the
data. The artiÐcial (and real) spectra include noise and are
measured with a locally estimated continuum level. Since
we would like to use the true optical depth distribution, free
of observational artifacts, to obtain we measure P(q)Bmin,directly from the noiseless, simulated spectra and use it as a
surrogate for the observed P(q) in As before,equation (22).
we set q\ 3 in the regions where q[ 3. These high optical
depth regions cover 9% of the spectrum at z\ 3 and 2.5%
at z\ 2.
The Ðlled circles in show the boundFigure 1 Bminobtained from at z\ 2 and z\ 3, assumingequation (22)
b \ 0.633 (i.e., c\ 0.6), h \ 0.65,X
w
\ 1, )0\ 0.3, T14\0.6, and These assumptions correspond to!~12\ 1.4.those used to obtain the solid line, and as expected, the
values of derived from the optical depth distributionBminare higher than those derived from the mean Ñux decrement
alone. At z\ 3 the bound increases by about 25% to
and at z\ 2 it increases by nearly 70% toBmin\ 1.35,The open circles indicate the bounds derived forBmin\ 1.5.h \ 0.5 and (with other parameters unchanged) :!~12 \ 0.7at z\ 3 and at z\ 2. These areBmin\ 0.85 Bmin\ 0.95substantially stronger than the mean decrement bounds
represented by the dotted line, which also assume h \ 0.5
and However, in moving from the solid line to!~12 \ 0.7.the dotted line we reduced the mean Ñux decrements by
35%, while the Ðlled and open circles are both based on the
Rauch et al. (1997b) measurements of the optical depth dis-
tribution. If these measurements are accurate (the small
sample size being their primary limitation), then the mean
baryon density cannot be much smaller than BD 0.9 unless
is smaller than 0.7, h is smaller than 0.5, or Lya!~12absorbers are substantially larger in redshift space than in
real space, so that The crosses in show theX
w
\ 1. Figure 1
values of B that Rauch et al. (1997b) obtain by requiring
that the SCDM simulation match the observed P(q) with
and h \ 0.5. These lie about a factor 1.5 above!~12\ 0.7the open circles because the direct comparison to the simu-
lation allows these estimates to include the contribution of
stars and shock-heated gas.
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4. DISCUSSION
The bound on the baryon density from the mean Ñux
decrement and the bound from the optical(equation [12])
depth distribution are the principal results(equation [22])
of this paper. The mean decrement bound leads to ifBZ 1
one takes the most convincing estimates of and of theD1
photoionization rate from quasars. With the et!~12 Rauchal. determination of P(q), the optical depth distribu-(1997b)
tion bound yields even if one reduces to half ofBZ 1 !~12the best estimate value. These constraints imply a baryon-
to-photon ratio of and, assuming the stan-g Z 3.4] 10~10
dard model for big bang nucleosynthesis, a corresponding
primordial deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio (D/H)
P
[ 6 ]
10~5. This constraint is consistent with the estimate
of Fan, & Burles(D/H)
P
\ (2.3^ 0.4) ] 10~5 Tytler, (1996)
from a high-redshift Lyman limit system, but it is inconsis-
tent with the estimates of obtained from(D/H)
P
Z 10~4
other high-redshift Lyman limit systems by et al.Songaila
et al. and Rugers & Hogan(1994), Carswell (1994), (1996a,
Current observational estimates of P(q), and h1996b). !~12,can only be reconciled with the high estimates by(D/H)
Pabandoning the gravitational instability picture of the Lya
forest and returning to a scenario of dense, thermally
broadened clouds with or, more radically, by aban-X
w
\ 1
doning standard big bang nucleosynthesis.
The analytic arguments presented in this paper com-
plement et al.Ïs direct comparison betweenRauch (1997b)
simulations and observations in several ways. They show
that the requirement of a high baryon density follows essen-
tially from one very general result of the simulations,
namely, that the Lya forest lines are broadened primarily by
residual Hubble expansion rather than by thermal motions.
Changes to the cosmological parameters or improvements
in the numerical resolution of the simulations could only
erase the requirement if they altered a basic physi-high-)
bcal property of this model of the Lya forest, the line-
broadening mechanism. It is unlikely that such a change
could happen without destroying the current good agree-
ment between cosmological simulations and observations
of the Lya forest (as documented in et al. ZhangCen 1994 ;
et al. et al. et1995, 1997 ; Hernquist 1996 ; Miralda-Escude
al. et al. While Rauch et al. (1997b) only1996 ; Dave 1997).
analyze simulations of two cosmological models, the
expression of directly in terms of P(q) inBmin equation (22)strengthens Rauch et al.Ïs argument that any alternative
cosmological model that reproduces the observed optical
depth distribution will also require a high baryon density.
When combined with & GnedinÏs technique forHui (1997)
computing and b, also o†ers a straightfor-T14 equation (22)ward way to examine the e†ect of di†erent reionization
histories or UV background spectra on the bounds.)
bFinally, as future observations yield new determinations of
or P(q), equations and can be used to convertD1 (12) (22)
these measurements into lower bounds on that depend)
bon a few simple parameters describing the IGM and the
background cosmology.
Given an estimated value of provides!~12, equation (22)an estimate of the number of baryons in the warm
(T D 103È105 K), di†use intergalactic medium.(o/o6 [ 10)
With the et al. P(q), valueRauch (1997b) HMÏs !~12\ 1.4,and plausible choices for other parameters (see Fig. 1
legend), one obtains at zD 2È3 ÐlledBIGM B 1.4 (Fig. 1,circles). Within standard big bang nucleosynthesis, one
must generously increase the estimated observational errors
in the primordial 4He abundance even to accommodate B
as large as 2 (see, e.g., et al. and measurementsHata 1995),
of (D/H) in the local interstellar medium (see, e.g.,
et al. imply ThisMcCullough 1992 ; Linsky 1995) B[ 2.4.
high value of therefore suggests that the warm IGMBIGMcontains most of the baryons in the universe at these red-
shifts, as predicted by the cosmological simulations (see also
Giroux, & Babul and as argued by &Shapiro, 1994) Rauch
Haehnelt on di†erent, but physically related, empiri-(1995)
cal grounds.
While most of the high-redshift hydrogen resides in the
warm, photoionized IGM, most of the neutral hydrogen
resides in high column density, damped Lya systems.
Because we truncate P(q) at severelyqmax\ 3, equation (22)undercounts the gas in these systems, which contribute
h2 at zD 3 et al. Our lowerBDLAD 0.1È0.3 (Wolfe 1995).limit to far exceeds the baryon density of stars inBIGMbright galaxies today, BD 0.16 h2 & Salucci(Persic 1992).
Thus, the baryons that were in the warm IGM at z\ 2
must either (1) remain in the IGM today, (2) have formed
brown dwarfs or another form of baryonic dark matter
since z\ 2, or (3) have formed stars in systems of very low
surface brightness that have been missed in standard esti-
mates of the galaxy luminosity function.
There are a number of anticipated observational develop-
ments that might strengthen (or weaken) oneÏs conÐdence in
the bounds plotted in The most important will beFigure 1.
determinations of and P(q) from larger samples of high-D1
resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio quasar spectra, since
the values of depend primarily on these observationalBmininputs. Ongoing quasar surveys and, in a few years, the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey will yield improved determi-
nations of the quasar luminosity function, which can be
combined with the formalism to yield more deÐnitiveHM
estimates of the quasar contribution to the photoionizing
background. Further analyses of quasar pairs and studies of
absorption-line shapes in high-resolution spectra may
provide more compelling evidence for extended Lya forest
absorbers that are broadened largely by Hubble Ñow, as
predicted by cosmological simulations. Such observations
would support our key theoretical assumption that X
w
Z 1,
and they would reinforce the view that the Lya forest arises
in a smoothly Ñuctuating intergalactic medium that is the
dominant reservoir of high-redshift baryons.
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